
READING FOR
PLEASURE 
AT HOME

Reading for pleasure can take many forms, whether it be reading a
story before bedtime, reading a book on the bus on the way to or
from school or reading a book that has been assigned but is being
read in one's own time.  It can also be reading in a variety of formats
such as paperback, magazine, newspaper, ebook or audiobook.  It
doesn't matter where, when or how it happens, reading can lead us
into unknown worlds  amid a myriad of storylines and alongside a
diverse collection of characters. 

Start off with what your child loves. Whether it be a favourite author
or genre begin there.  If your child is interested in the book, he/she
has connected with it and will want to read it. Discover the author
pages on YouTube and subscribe, or search for author websites that
have exciting competitions. Explore the rest of the article to discover
other good tips  for finding just the right book and  strategies for
encouraging that rich, deep love for literature that we all hope our
child develops.

STRATEGIES TO
SUPPORT READING
ENGAGEMENT

As a parent you have the best opportunity
to read alongside your child, no matter what
the age. A recent staff room discussion
centred around how we support our own
children with reading choices and sustained
reading of more complex texts.
Reading aloud or reading alongside your
child provides an instant opportunity to
connect, develop vocabulary and have
something to talk about.

Hooking your child into reading when they may
be reluctant is often a challenge.

Reading a first book in a series together can
often support your child with reading hesitancy
and as you learn more about the characters it
can provide a hook and encouragement to
engage with a follow up book.

Combining reading a book with listening to a
recording of it can also give some initial support
and again encourage a child to persevere with a
text when reading ability is not  strong.

Series 

 Multi-Media

Time & Space
Finding time to read
when other factors
increasingly encroach on
opportunities to read is
an increasing problem.

Set aside a regular time to build a habit
Find a space that is comfortable with
good light and/or make a reading nook
to make it feel special
Visit bookshops or libraries
Explore ebook options such as Kindle 

Modelling

Kids need to see you as
readers

Kids need to hear you as
readers

By Leanne Sercombe, PYP Teacher Librarian at Discovery College, Hong Kong

Reluctant Readers
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How do we encourage reading for pleasure for our children
when the pull of a digital device, the latest YouTube
influencer or game master can be much stronger? This article
shows you a variety of ways to increase reading for pleasure
at home and points you in the right direction to enable you
to find just the right book for your child.



Build bookshelves
Make connections
Create reading challenges
Review book summaries and help guide
your child to select books that “fit” their
reading ability
Track success
Coach with attitude with the mascot
chimp

How can Biblionasium help build stronger
readers?

BOOKLISTS &
WEBSITES

WHERE CAN 
I FIND A 
GOOD BOOK?

BIBLIONASIUM
Biblionasium is a free,
protected social network
for children ages 6-13
designed to engage,
encourage and excite
children about reading.

GOODREADS
Recommendations

Best books for reluctant
readers

I'm not going to recommend a selection of books for you to choose
from but my intention is to show you how I find good children's
literature and for you to do the same. 

Finding the right book or the right author for your child is sometimes
a little tricky. Browsing through booklists is often a good place to
start and better than clicking randomly on Amazon. Many booksellers
& newspapers have monthly updates giving reviews of new books.
Sites such as Goodreads, Biblionasium and CommomsenseMedia
(see left) have lists and reviews  written by other children, adults,
librarians & other book lovers.

Newspapers such as The New York Times and The Guardian have
book sections with monthly reviews. Organisations such as The Book
Trust (UK) also publish monthly recommendations for books across a
variety of ages. There are hashtags on Twitter and groups on
Facebook that have keen contributors who recommend titles or
discuss reading for pleasure.

Reading doesn't have to be expensive either.  You can join your local
bookstore that has discounts on books for members. On the Amazon
website, you can navigate to the Free Kindle eBooks section to find
free books.  Public Libraries have a large selection of children's
books, an online portal for more ebooks and sometimes even a local
delivery service right to the main shopping area.

As a parent you have the best opportunity
to read alongside your child, no matter what
the age. A recent staff room discussion
centred around how we support our own
children with reading choices and sustained
reading of more complex texts.
Reading aloud or reading alongside your
child provides an instant opportunity to
connect, develop vocabulary and have
something to talk about.

COMMONSENSEMEDIA

As parents you can check reading choices
by reading reviews written by other parents
as well as search for books by age, genre,
entertainment type or topic, that have been
recommended by other parents or are
most popular with other children.

REVIEWS
A selection of reviews from this site are
available below

Bestsellers on Amazon
New children's books
Best Free Audiobooks on Audible
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#readingforpleasure

https://www.biblionasium.com/#tab/content-fall-picks
https://www.goodreads.com/genres/childrens?original_shelf=children-s
https://www.goodreads.com/list/show/488.Best_Books_for_Reluctant_Readers
https://www.nytimes.com/column/childrens-books
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2020/oct/31/childrens-books-roundup-the-best-new-picture-books-and-novels
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/lists/best-selling-new-books-on-amazon-for-kids-and-teens
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/lists/new-childrens-books-2020
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/lists/best-free-audiobooks-on-audible


ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES
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Click the images to visit the sites directly.
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https://www.theguardian.com/books/2020/oct/31/childrens-books-roundup-the-best-new-picture-books-and-novels
https://www.goodreads.com/blog/show/1962-great-books-to-give-the-kids-this-holiday?ref=genres-show
https://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-reading/our-recommendations/
https://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-reading/our-recommendations/great-books-guide/
https://www.nytimes.com/column/childrens-books
https://www.thechildrensbookreview.com/

